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Introduction

The disc radii of debris discs reveal zones in which planetesimals formed,
survived depletion and scattering, and were sufficiently stirred.
The size distribution of dust in debris discs should result from interplay
between grain-grain collisions, radiation pressure, and various transport pro-
cesses. As a result, it should sensitively depend on the mechanical and op-
tical properties of dust, the dynamical excitation of the disc, and the radiative
and corpuscular field of the central star.

One difficulty of deducing the grain sizes from observations is that there
is a degeneracy between particle size and disc radius. This degeneracy can
be removed if resolved images are available and thus the location of the
emitting dust is known. Here we try to constrain typical grain sizes by fitting
the SEDs of a selection of discs for which disc radii can be estimated from
the resolved Herschel images. The SEDs are fitted with a size distribution
assuming astrosilicate grains. A warm component was included if necessary.

Target selection, data acquisition, and modelling

• Targets

– 34 discs around AFGKM stars with ages of 100 Myr− 10 Gyr, well resolved in several
Herschel programmes

– disc radii Rcold was derived from FWHM of resolved images at 100 µm
– discs without peculiarities (such as substantial asymmetries in resolved images)

• Data:

– photometric data collected from various catalogues and surveys such as 2MASS,
WISE, AKARI, Spitzer, SCUBA

– Herschel data taken from papers or reduced by us

• Modelling:

– stellar photospheres calculated with a Hauschildt et al. (1999) model
– SED fitting done with extended version of SEDUCE (Müller et al. 2010)
– flux of warm disc subtracted from total flux to better constrain cold component

Disc radii
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a = 123 ± 15 
b = 0.04 ± 0.04 
r  = 0.38
rs = 0.02

• trend line y = a(L/L⊙)b; r , rs are correlation coefficients

• large scatter of radii over whole luminosity range

• disc radii do not seem to correlate with stellar luminosity

• roughly consistent with Eiroa et al. (2013)

Dust temperatures
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a = 51 ± 3
b = 0.07 ± 0.01 
r  = 0.81
rs = 0.73

• dust temperature increases with increasing luminosity

• good agreement with other Herschel-based studies such as
Booth et al. (2013)

Temperature ratio
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a = 1.83 ± 0.13
b = −0.12 ± 0.02 
r  = −0.50
rs = −0.66

• ratio of dust to blackbody temperatures decreases with in-
creasing luminosity, as well as the ratio of resolved to black-
body radii Γ = Rcold/RBB

• consistent with Booth et al. (2013)

Minimum grain size and grain size ratio
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a = 3.2 ± 0.7
b = 0.20 ± 0.07 
r  = 0.65
rs = 0.42

• smin increases with increasing luminosity (due to
radiation pressure)

• increasing smin explains decrease of Td/TBB

• smin in blowout units (smin/sblow) decreases with
increasing luminosity

• possible explanation of size ratio trend:

– dust composition or porosity my change smin

and/or sblow

– smin may be constrained additionally by impact en-
ergy (Krijt & Kama 2014)

– discs of earlier-type stars may be more strongly
stirred, causing typical grains to be smaller
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a = 10 ± 2
b = −0.57 ± 0.08 
r  = −0.85
rs = −0.86

Conclusions

• around two thirds of discs show warm components

• no significant correlation between Rcold and stellar luminosity found, thus Rcold not
set by ice lines

• large scatter of Rcold (diversity of initial conditions or evolutionary path)

• cold disc trends from late- to early-type stars:

– dust temperature increases
– minimum dust size increases
– ratio of dust to blowout sizes roughly decreases from 10 to 1
– possible explanation of size ratio trend:

* differences in composition and porosity

* smallest fragment size limited by surface tension (Krijt & Kama 2014)

* earlier-type stars have more dynamically excited discs
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